In order to aid the CFA Board of Directors in their evaluation of Miscellaneous breeds, we would appreciate your answers to the following questions. Please use a separate form for each breed handled.

Show: __________________________________________________________ Date: ______________________

Breed: _________________________________________________ # Entered: ____________________

Colors entered: _____________________________________________________________________________________

1. How many of the entered cats did you handle? ______________________________

2. Were the cats in good physical condition? Yes ____ No ____
   Comments: _______________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Were the cats well-behaved in the judging ring? Yes ____ No ____
   Comments: _______________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Are the examples of this breed that you've handled at this show and other CFA shows consistent in type? Yes ____ No ____
   Comments: _______________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Do you notice consistency in type regardless of color/pattern? Yes ____ No ____
   Comments: _______________________________________________________________________________________________

6. Did you find any genetic problems in these cats; kinked tails, bone deformities, crossed eyes, etc.? Yes _____ No _____
   Comments: _______________________________________________________________________________________________

7. Do you feel that this breed is distinctive enough to set it apart from breeds already accepted for Championship status by CFA? Yes ____ No ____
   Comments: _______________________________________________________________________________________________

8. Do you feel these cats merit consideration by the CFA Board for Provisional status? Yes ____ No ____
   Comments: _______________________________________________________________________________________________

Additional:

9. Have you handled this breed in other associations? Yes ______ No ________
   If so, were these cats comparable in type? _____ Better_____ Worse_______
   Comments: _______________________________________________________________________________________________
   Was temperament comparable____ Better_____ Worse_____
   Comments: _______________________________________________________________________________________________

Signed: ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Please make any additional comments on back of form.

Distribution: Please keep a supply of these forms with the judging supplies you regularly carry to shows. Return the completed form to the master clerk for inclusion in the scoring packet which will be mailed to the Central Office the Monday following the show.